THE ROSE REVIEW
DIRECTOR’S REPORT
Andrew E. Busch, PhD

L

ast semester we had
all hoped that Spring
2021 would see us back on
campus, resuming regular
studies
and
working
together in person to
advance the mission of the
Rose Institute. Alas, it was
not to be. Instead, Spring
2021 became the third
semester, in whole or in
part, that we spent working
remotely.
Despite the challenges
posed by the remote environment, the work of the
Institute has continued moving forward. These
circumstances pose serious difficulties for some
students, and we understood that some Rose students
would need to opt out of Rose work for the time being.
Nevertheless, most soldiered on, and we continued
work on a number of projects:
Inland Empire Outlook: The newest issue targets four
articles on how various jurisdictions have responded
to Covid-19 challenges.
Tongva Nation: With the guidance of Prof. Ralph
Rossum, my illustrious predecessor as director of the
Rose, a team of students studied the complexities of
federal and state recognition of Indian tribes, focusing
on the Tongva of Southern California.
Concealed carry: A project is underway to examine
the status of concealed carry procedures in California’s
counties.
Inland-Empire-at-a-Glance: The reformulation of
the Southern California Almanac into Inland Empire
at a Glance has proceeded apace. Most data has been
collected and the remaining work revolves around
developing the best possible online presentation.
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Miller-Rose Initiative Database: Has been updated to
reflect 2020 election results.
Redistricting: The Rose redistricting team has been
working on a white paper comparing California’s
citizens redistricting commission with the commissions
of other states. At the suggestion and with the assistance
of Marguerite Leoni, Chris Skinnell, and Doug Johnson,
the team recently shifted focus to produce short videos
on redistricting subjects, somewhat comparable to
Video Voter.
Homelessness: In cooperation with the Cicero
Institute, Rose students have been working on a project
examining expenditures on homelessness programs
in certain California cities. This follows a Cicero-Rose
project last semester.
Federalism: In March, the federalism team published
a research paper on the federalism issues involved in
mask, lockdown, and vaccine mandates. It now has
an advanced draft of a new paper on federalism issues
surrounding federal involvement in law enforcement.
Speaker: The Rose Institute sponsored a virtual
Athenaeum talk by Dr. Vinay K. Prasad, M.D., Associate
Professor of Medicine at the University of California
San Francisco. Dr. Prasad spoke on the subject of school
re-opening, presenting evidence for the importance
and safety of proceeding with re-opening.
Aside from ongoing projects, the Institute remains
financially healthy and should end the fiscal year with a
reserve in excess of $325,000.
Finally, the Institute is in the midst of two important
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transitions. The first took place in March as Ben
McAnally and Jake Leischner ended their term as
student managers and Nohl Patterson and Adhi
Venkatraman stepped into their term as the new
student manager and associate student manager. I want
to offer congratulations to Nohl and Adhi, as well as
my deepest thanks to Ben and Jake for the stellar work
they performed under trying circumstances that no
one had predicted when they applied for the positions.
The Institute owes them a debt of gratitude.
The other transition worth noting is, of course, in
the directorship. June 30, 2021, marks my final day

as Director of the Rose Institute. My ten and a half
years as director have been enormously enjoyable
and rewarding. I can only hope that the Institute has
remained a positive force, especially for our students,
as it has been in years past. Whatever good we have
done was made possible by our student staff and by
our senior staff. I want to especially thank Ken Miller,
Bipasa Nadon, and Marionette Moore for all they have
done for the last decade. They are an amazing team,
and the Institute is fortunate indeed that the three of
them will be moving forward together, with Ken in the
lead.

Director Busch addresses research assistants after a lunch in the student workroom.| PHOTO COURTESY OF
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ROSE INSTITUTE

STUDENT MANAGERS’ REPORT

A

s we prepare to return to campus in the fall, we
want to reflect on how the Rose Institute has risen
to the challenges of the past year. We are humbled to
step into this role to lead a group of so many talented
individuals who have consistently demonstrated their
resolve and adaptability. First and foremost, we want
to thank Benjamin McAnally and Jake Leischner for
their unmatched leadership and resilience throughout
each of their four years, but especially this past year.
In a year characterized by uncertainty, they provided
a clear vision for all of our students. We are grateful
for their efforts to expand student opportunity, drive
projects forward, and increase transparency across the
Institute. Moreover, we want to thank Professor Busch
for his dedication and leadership as director of the
Institute and formally welcome Professor Miller in the
role.
Despite the challenges of a virtual environment, the
Rose Institute has forged ahead with renewed purpose
and exciting opportunities for students across a variety
of projects. We have ambitious plans to upgrade the
Rose Institute’s technical infrastructure, furthering
existing partnerships with local governments and
research institutes, and involving alumni in our student
staff development and research experience. We are also
excited to report the tremendous growth and initiative
demonstrated by our student staff and new hires during
this time. Long-standing projects like Redistricting
and Inland Empire at a Glance are moving in new
directions to create publicly relevant and accessible
content. Meanwhile, new, semester-long initiatives like
the Concealed Carry and Tongva Recognition projects
are providing students an outlet to translate their own
interests into meaningful research.

Nohl Patterson ’22
Student Manager

Adhitya Vekatraman ’22
Assoc. Student Manager

We also extend a warm welcome back to our juniors
who attended the Washington D.C. program this past
fall, Henry Schulz and Jensen Steady. Their leadership
throughout the next year will be invaluable to the
institute.
Looking ahead, the Rose Institute is moving in a new and
exciting direction. We look forward to building on the
incredible foundation laid by Professor Busch and each
of the former student management teams to sustaining
the Rose as a community for personal and professional
growth and continuing to produce impactful, relevant
research on state and local government.

We will also dearly miss our seniors. Whether
through leading projects, providing crucial research
and effort, training new hires, or engaging in latenight conversations, their impact has been felt. They
are and will always be beloved members of the Rose
Community and we look forward to the day when we
can welcome them back to campus as alumni.
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PROJECT UPDATES
CONCEALED CARRY

FEDERALISM

The Concealed Carry Permit Issuance project has
submitted information requests to sheriff’s departments
across California in order to identify trends in how
the departments issue California Concealed Weapon
(CCW) permits. In general, more rural counties tend
to grant a larger percentage of requested permits than
more urban counties do. This project seeks to identify
quantifiable differences in these percentages and
present them as a database and map for the benefit
of Californians and those interested in moving to
the state from elsewhere. Thus far, the project has
focused on surveying sheriff’s departments in all 58
California counties. This data will be used to produce a
database and map to allow the public to easily compare
differences across counties.

The federalism team is working on producing three
articles. The first of these will focus on COVID-19
Mask and Vaccine Mandates. The article explores how
the federal government might incentivize relevant
mandates and assist mitigation efforts when requested
by a state or locality. The second will be a continuation
of our federalism series that focuses on four specific
federalism issues: Affordable Care Act (Healthcare),
Immigration, Environment, Marijuana Legalization.
These papers will take a deep dive into the federalism
issues, potential legal challenges, and new policies
that have arisen during the Biden’s administration’s
first 100 Days. Finally, the third article delves into the
effectiveness of federal funding in the implementation
and enforcement of civil rights laws and police reforms.
It also explores the advantages and disadvantages of a
centralized and decentralized policing system.

by Desmond Mantle ’23

MILLER INITIATIVE
by Jensen Steady ’22

The goal of the Miller-Rose Initiative Database is to
provide a complete database of every citizen-initiated
nationwide initiative that has been passed, starting
from the first initiative in 1904 through 2020. The
database is also unique because it also tracks every
legal challenge to each initiatives passed. First, the
team completed an audit of the database and researched
legal challenges. Second, the team drafted summaries
for each state’s home page on the database. These
summaries highlight the history of the state’s adoption
of the initiative process, how the state has used the
process, and what types of initiatives the states’ have
recently passed using this process. Third, the team is
creating a short report highlighting the most important
initiatives from the 2020 election and breaking down
the general trends using data from the database. Finally,
the team is currently outlining a white paper analyzing
Medicaid expansion in several states through the
initiative process.
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by Sevion DaCosta ’21

TONGVA

by Maya Kurkhill ’23
The Tongva Recognition project seeks to achieve
a better understanding of the differences between
California and federal recognition for Native American
tribes by researching the Tongva people’s recognition.
In 1994, California recognized the Tongva people
as the “aboriginal tribe of the Los Angeles Basin”
through Joint Resolution 96. Our team’s preliminary
research has found that California’s acknowledgment
of the Tongva people has yielded limited protections.
Notably, the tribes are considered Native Americans
for the purpose of the Native American Heritage
Commission’s (NAHC) authority. This allows the
NAHC to make recommendations to the Legislature
and others regarding sacred places as well as order the
repatriation of human remains and cultural items. The
results of these protections are mixed. In one case, the
NAHC’s procedures and standards for representation
led to controversy on what should be done with the

PROJECT UPDATES
remains of 200 people thought to be of Tongva descent
found in a Playa Vista development project. The
remains were eventually removed for the continuation
of the project. We intend to continue exploring this
issue by conducting interviews with members of the
Tongva people.

REDISTRICTING
by Tara Mehra ’23

In the first half of the semester, the Redistricting
team began to engage in a data-driven comparison of
independent state redistricting commissions that draw
congressional lines.At large, the project aimed to identify
trends and highlight differences between selected state
redistricting commissions that draw congressional lines
through both qualitative and quantitative analysis. The
team produced a short, internal report that detailed racial
and ethnic representation on select state congressional
redistricting commissions. The report aimed to be a
“proof-of-concept” for a larger white paper comparing
state redistricting commissions. In the second half of
the semester, the Redistricting team is moving in a
new, exciting direction. Several years ago, the Rose
Institute developed a redistricting project plan that
included producing short, videos for the public about
redistricting issues. Now, the redistricting team is
working with Board of Governors members Marguerite
Leoni, Christopher Skinnell, and Research Affiliate
Douglas Johnson to produce three such videos. In the
remainder of the semester, the redistricting team will
research and present the current status of the census and
the delay’s impact on California, the characteristics of
various local redistricting commissions in California,
and the in-progress SB-594. These videos will be in
a similar style to those of the Institute’s “Video Voter
Series.”

CICERO

by Adhitya Venkatraman ’22
This project is a collaboration between the Rose
Institute and the Cicero Institute, a think tank based
on Austin, Texas. We are focused on analyzing
San Francisco’s response to homelessness through
the Continuum of Care program, which provides
funding to local stakeholders. The project thus far
has focused on collecting data on contracts between
San Francisco’s Department of Homelessness and
Supportive Housing and various third-party, nonprofit
service providers. Using these contracts we can
determine the length, budgets, and outcome objectives
of these agreements, while tax filings have given us
a window into the nonprofits’ allocation of resources.
Using this data, we intend to prepare an article that will
analyze the effectiveness of San Francisco’s program
and understand what lessons the program may hold for
cities hoping to create similar initiatives.

INLAND EMPIRE AT A GLANCE
by Nohl Patterson ’23

This project is using a data-driven approach to provide
a snapshot of the Inland Empire region. We hope to
make this a publicly available resource that will be
relevant for anyone interested in understanding the
economic and political landscape of the area. The
project is currently in transition from data collection to
an analysis phase. Using data from the Census, we are
developing interactive dashboards and maps that users
can customize to fit their needs. We hope to use this
data also to conduct statistical analyses of the region
and find correlations between demographic, economic,
and political factors. As we conduct our preliminary
analyses, we intend to continue collecting more data to
support further exploration of these issues.
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SENIOR FAREWELL

As new hires class of 2017 at Six Flags Magic Mountain. From left: Nandeeni Patel, Ben McAnally, Will Frankel, Elena Castellanos,
Jake Leischner; Foreground: Johnson Lin | PHOTO COURTESY OF JOHNSON LIN’21

Ben McAnally

Student Manager 2020-2021
I vividly remember standing on the Honnold Mudd
patio, looking up at the Kravis Center as Melissa Muller
’18 gave me the call to offer a position at the Rose.
As quickly as my heart was beating that September
afternoon, if anything, I feel luckier to be a part of
this institute four years later. From my California
politics lectures as a new hire to coordinating the
hiring process with Jake this past fall, my experiences
at the Rose have been among my most meaningful
at CMC. I am grateful to have had the opportunity
to grow as a researcher, team member, manager, and
most importantly as a friend through the project and
institutional teams that I have staffed on. One of the
things I have missed most this past year has been late
nights at the workroom with fellow Rosies, whether
discussing campaign finance reform, peer-editing
essays, or watching highlight reels of city council
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meeting funniest moments. Thank you to everyone
who has made this experience so meaningful.
Jacob Leischner
Associate Student Manager 2020-2021
When none of us knew what this virtual school year
would hold for us, we did know one thing: the Rose
Institute would press on. The determination, hard
work, and requisite community support that undergirds
such a commitment, I’ve come to realize, are the
sorts of values my time at the Rose has instilled in
me. The Rose has been the one constant in my last
four years and has given me a space to explore my
intellectual curiosity while simultaneously providing
the skills necessary to back it up. Additionally, my
role as Associate Student Manager this past year has
been one of the most formative experiences I’ve had
bar none. From learning how to build a professional
partnership (with the indomitable Ben McAnally) to

SENIOR
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navigating the personal/professional divide to building
community while lacking physical togetherness,
I’ve learned, adapted, and expanded in ways I never
thought possible. For every person I’ve met and
opportunity I’ve been provided, I am deeply humbled
by and grateful for my time at the Rose Institute.

Johnson Lin
Where do I begin? Being a part of the Rose will forever
be one of my most cherished memories at CMC. As an
institute, it’s equipped me with strong technical and
soft skills for my career. As a network, it’s guided
me with amazing mentors and perspectives into all
kinds of industries. As a community, it’s blessed me
with some of my greatest friendships and people I’ve
come to see as family. I’ll never forget all of the highs
and lows I experienced in the Rose workroom- the
social gatherings, deep conversations with friends,
all-nighters during midterms and finals season… I’ll
miss all of it. There’s nothing quite like watching the
sunrise together on the 4th floor of Kravis after a long
night’s work. There were many times when I’d wake
up at my desk to see the bewildered faces of the early
morning tour group passing by. I’ll forever lament the
fact that COVID-19 robbed me of my senior year and
the time I would’ve treasured with my fellow Rosies.
Thank you to all of the staff and students, my family
away from home. I’ll miss you dearly.

Elena Castellanos
When I started at CMC, I was eager to learn about
the communities around me. As a native Angelena,
I felt incredibly naive about the inner workings of
California politics and how I could possibly support
policy efforts in my home state. Alas, the Rose! At the
Rose, I immersed myself into the complicated world
of redistricting, spent hours in the Rose workroom
fidgeting with Rose Review layouts, and workshopped
countless research projects with Rosies as nerdy as I
about local government. As a graduating senior, I can

Elena with Nandeeni and Jake Leischner’21. PHOTO COURTESY
OF ELENA CASTELLANOS’21

confidently say my time at the Rose has made me a
more knowledgeable student, professional, voter, and
Californian. This personal growth would not have been
possible without the constant support from all of the
Rosies I met during my time at the Rose.
When I reflect on the people who have shaped my CMC
experience, most if not all have been Rosies. What
will miss the most about the Rose are the mundane
moments I spent there making tea, typing away on my
laptop, eating my green box Scripps lunch, running to
the Motley with five coffee orders, and laughing about
the latest whiteboard shenanigans. It’s these moments
where the Rose really did feel like home.
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Nandeeni Patel
I am overwhelmed with gratefulness looking back
at my four years at the Rose. Getting off my WOA
bus, I had decided that I was not going to apply to
anything for my first year at CMC. I needed a break
and wanted to spend my full focus on my classes.
Luckily, I attended the Rose Open House and knew
from the moment I stepped into the workroom that this
space was something special. I found my home-awayfrom-home on the fourth floor Kravis with the smartest
policy wonks on campus. Along the way, these wonks
became my best, life-long friends. Thank you Rose,
for the work experience, double-screen monitors, and
Keurig coffee. But most importantly, thank you for
giving me a chance to build relationships that have
fundamentally shaped who I am and the path I am
headed on.

Will Frankel
I count my decision to apply to be a Research Assistant
at the Rose Institute of State and Local Government
among the handful that were most important to my
experience in college. I feel no shame in saying that
the biggest reason I loved being a part of the Rose was
access to the fourth floor of the Kravis Center--not only
because it is a beautiful space to do work, although that
helped, but also because it gave me a unique center

Nandeeni, Will, and Elena. | PHOTO COURTESY OF ELENA
CASTELLANOS’21
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of spirited, civil, and jovial intellectual engagement
among peers from whom I learned as much as any
assigned work during my four and a half semesters
on-campus. I do not know how I will find a way to
be part of a community of friends and scholars quite
like the Rose after I graduate, other than of course by
remaining connected to the Rose as an alumnus, but I
do know that I will spend the rest of my life chasing
something like it. To those with time remaining in the
Rose workroom, my only parting wisdom is that an
hour spent without billing, without reading, or without
finishing a problem set is never an hour wasted, as long
as it is spent together. Savor every moment.

Anna Green
When Alec Lopata ’19 called me in September of
2018 letting me know that I was accepted into the
Rose, it was one of the most exciting days of my
CMC career. I had arrived on campus that fall eager
to join the research, academic, and social communities
of the Rose; I distinctly remember practicing for my
interview with Melia Wong ’19 and Will Frankel in
Phillips Hall. From the celebratory barbecue where my
new hire class met each other and the current Rosies,
to the present day, it has been an incredible adventure.
Thank you to Dr. Busch, Dr. Miller, Mrs. Nadon,

Will, Anna, Katherine Adelman’21 and Nandeeni. | PHOTO
COURTESY OF ANNA GREEN’21
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Sevion, right, hanging out in the workroom with Adhi Venkatraman’22.| PHOTO COURTESY OF ROSE INSTITUTE

Marionette, and the 2018-2019 student management
team for welcoming me into the Rose and supporting
my academic growth. I am immensely grateful for
everything that the Rose Institute has afforded me
these past 3 years: all of the trainings, projects, study
sessions, course advice, family dinners, and, of course,
BOG meetings. I am most grateful, however, for the
Rose community and the friendships that I gained
along the way. I met some of my dearest friends at the
Rose and will continue to reminisce about late nights
on the fourth floor of the Kravis Center for many years
to come. It is difficult to say goodbye, but luckily I
am not graduating until December, so I have a bit of
time, and hopefully a few more late nights in the Rose
workroom.

Sevion DaCosta
Looking back at my time at the Rose, it is surreal how
fast the time has passed. When the Rose announced
my new hire class on social media, I remember one
of my friends texted me “Wow Congrats on the Rose,
that looks like a real job and not just a fake internship”
and that is the truth. The Rose has provided me with
real world work experience that has helped me to not
only enhance my research skills, but presentation,

leadership, analytical, and writing skills. Over the past
four years I have had the honor of working on a variety
of projects. I will forever remember my hours working
through data to create my new hire project. I had so
much fun working on the project and that has catapulted
my enjoyable experience at the Rose. It has been a
pleasure to be Project Manager of the Federalism team
these past two years. From our COVID-19 Research
paper, to mask mandates, and Federalism series, it has
been an honor to work with you.
As well, I would like to send a huge thank you to
Marionette, Dr. Busch, Mrs. Nadon, and Dr. Miller.
Thank you, Marionette, for making a Canadian kid
feel right at home at the Rose. Dr. Busch, thank you
for your guidance and leadership throughout the
years and especially on our work on Federalism. Mrs.
Nadon for your assistance in helping to get articles
edited, published, and more importantly your new
hire training. And Dr. Miller for allowing me to help
conduct research for your most recent book.
To my fellow Rose seniors, it’s been one great ride.
Wishing you all the best. Thank you to all those Rose
members who have come before and after me for
helping make my Rose experience so memorable.
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Naseem Nazari
I still remember the exact moment I got the phone
call from student management inviting me to join the
Rose Institute. Honestly, I could not believe that I had
been selected, and I was immediately overwhelmed by
excitement and relief— I knew that from that point on,
I would have a safe haven on campus. The workroom
and the people in it served as a constant source of
support for me throughout my time at CMC, and I
cannot believe that I am writing a senior reflection
right now, and am ringing in the end of an incredibly
formative time in my life with a group of Rosies who
urged me to be the best version of myself every day.
I would like to thank the Rose Institute at large for
believing in me and giving me a space to learn and
grow as not only a leader and professional, but also as
a person.

May 5, 2019 - End-of-the-year dinner in Upland. From left:
Nick Fedorochko’19, Maya Ghosh’22, Naseem and Katherine
Adelman’21.| PHOTO COURTESY OF ROSE INSTITUTE

Elena Castellenos
Awarded the 2021-22 Luce Fellowship
Elena Castellanos ’21 has been named a Luce Scholar
by the Henry Luce Foundation. The Luce Scholars
Program is a nationally competitive fellowship program
launched by the Henry Luce Foundation to enhance
the understanding of Asia among potential leaders in
American society. The program provides stipends,
language training, and individualized professional
placement in Asia for 15-18 Luce Scholars each
year.  This year, the competitive program received
nominations from over 70 participating colleges and
universities, with 164 semi-finalists who contended
for 18 spots in the 2021-22 class. Elena will work with
either an urban planning or design firm to expand her
imagination of what public spaces can look like and
how public life can serve diverse purposes in different
contexts.
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VIRTUAL REFLECTIONS
Nathan Tran POM ’23

Miriam Farah ’23

Throughout this past year, the Communications team
and I have experimented with several new tactics and
techniques, in the hopes of maximizing the impact and
accessibility of Rose Institute work.

Despite spending my entire sophomore year online, I
am grateful for those who made the transition to the
Rose Institute as smooth as possible. Nandeeni and
Nandini organized helpful training sessions with QCL
and CMC professors and staff members for the new
hires, which helped me complete my new hire project
on police-civilian interactions in the early 2000s and
gentrification caused by the L.A. Staples Center. This
project taught me more about local policing and the
impact of large sports stadiums on predominantly
low-income communities of color. To learn more
about policing, I worked with Robin and Katherine to
research and write about reforms in law enforcement
as members of the Federalism team. Working on the
Tongva Recognition project has also given me the
opportunity to learn more about the legal system, as
we are researching the differences between state and
federal recognition by using the Tongva Nation as a
case study. For these two projects, we are all working
from different locations, but we were able to meet
weekly to check in about our progress. These weekly
meetings have helped me better know the other research
assistants at the Rose. I am excited to continue this
work in person in the fall!

One new approach has been to network with community
newspapers, academic journals, and other entities who
would benefit from the Rose’s research. For instance,
with help from my teammates Katherine Adelman
’21, Philip Williams ’22, and Desmond Mantle ’23, I
successfully convinced several local and collegiate news
outlets to share Video Voter with their online audiences,
thus educating numerous Californians about their ballot
initiatives just in time for the 2020 elections. Additionally,
my team and I are working closely with each Rosie to
make their research projects more attractive, digestible,
and shareable for non-academic audiences (including
friends and family). Our social media posts summarizing
the most recent Federalism whitepaper exemplify this
tactic — major thanks to Sarah Simionas ’23 for designing
those infographics so impeccably.
Video Voter and Federalism are only the first two projects
to apply these new strategies. I cannot wait to see what
other new audiences the Rose will reach through our next
projects!
On top of that, I am thrilled to be connected with and
learning from the communications teams of Claremont
McKenna College’s various research institutes, academic
departments, and resource centers. We are currently
collaborating on a massive social media campaign to
celebrate CMC’s 75th anniversary, and it will include a
multitude of posts about the Rose’s unique history and
exciting future. Please stay tuned for that and all future
Rose communications endeavors via our Facebook,
Instagram, LinkedIn, and Twitter!
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THANK YOU DR . BUSCH

... for the MVP-worthy winning performance at the Kickball game
against KLI in October of 2014 (final score 17-16).

... for you and your family enjoying karaoke with students and staff
at the holiday parties.

"A true leader has the
confidence to stand
alone, the courage to make
tough decisions, and the
compassion to listen to the
needs of others. He does
not set out to be a leader,
but becomes one by the
equality of his actions and
the integrity of his intent."
--Douglas MacArthur

... for taking the time to recognize students’ accomplishments.

Student Management

Senior Staff

Nohl Patterson ’22

Andrew E. Busch, PhD

Student Manager

Adhitya Venkatraman ’22
Associate Student Manager
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Director

The mission of the Rose Institute is to
enhance the education of students at
Claremont McKenna C ollege, to produce
high quality research, and to promote
public understanding on issues of state
and local government, politics, and polic y,
with an emphasis on California.

Ken Miller, JD, PhD
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Administrative Assistant

Associate Director

Bipasa Nadon, JD
Assistant Director

Marionette Moore

